
How many places will you hop from center to land at 8.648 on

3.7423.639 3.845 4.0513.948 4.154 4.2573.536

Identify the number located to the right of 4.154 on the number

line.

At what number will you land, if you move 3 units and then

2 units to the left consecutively from 4.051?  

If you move 5 units to the left from 4.257, then at what

number will you land?

How many places will you hop from 3.536 to land at 4.051

on the number line?

What is the increment between each number on the number

line?
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Thousandth: S5

1)

Read the number line and answer the following.

Name :

Number Line

b)

d)

c)

a)

e)
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4.257

0.103

3.536

3.742

5

How many places will you hop from center to land at 8.648 on

3.7423.639 3.845 4.0513.948 4.154 4.2573.536

Identify the number located to the right of 4.154 on the number

line.

At what number will you land, if you move 3 units and then

2 units to the left consecutively from 4.051?  

If you move 5 units to the left from 4.257, then at what

number will you land?

How many places will you hop from 3.536 to land at 4.051

on the number line?
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Thousandth: S5

1)

Read the number line and answer the following.

Name :

Number Line

b)

d)

c)

a)

e)

What is the increment between each number on the number

line?
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